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at table, attended her in her chamber as pages, and formed her
escort as esquires. Her rank and age imposed upon these young
men an obedience and respect obscurely tinged with the sentiment
inspired by her sex. The lady felt herself the superior of these
youths who were placed under her orders, and if she happened
to interest herself in one of them, she naturally assumed the role
of instructress and guide, with which may sometimes have mingled
a feminine tenderness of a different order. And so there grew up
a feeling which has no precedent in the history of the world, known
as Vamour courtois (courtly love), which differs profoundly from
anything that had figured under the name of love in the literatures
of the peoples of antiquity, of the Moslem East, India, or the
Far East, in which, to the woman, love was a feeling of humble
devotion, made up of respect and gratitude towards the man, her
master and protector; while in the man it was usually no more
than desire (for such is the sense of the Greek eras and the Latin
cupido). When it assumes a more delicate form, as in some Arabic,
Persian, or Hindu poems, it is still no more than the tender in-
dulgence of the strong for the weak. The love of a knight for his
lady was, on the contrary, made up of respect and obedience; the
'service of love', conceived on the model of the vassal's service,
consisted in running risks and enduring tests imposed by the lady;
she remained the 'mistress', in the original sense of the word,
even when she rewarded her knight by bestowing her favours
upon him.
Courtly love, which was unknown to the chansons de geste> though
the germ of it is perhaps contained in the lyric poems of the
troubadours, appeared in its definitive form before the end of the
twelfth century in a French epic poem by Chretien de Troyes, a
poet in the service of Eleanor's daughter Marie, Countess of
Champagne, who seems to have provided its inspiration herself.
It is an account of the loves of Lancelot of the Lake and Queen
Guinevere (Genievre), wife of Arthur, King of Britain. In it
courtly love is celebrated as the ideal virtue of the knight. Its
theory was developed a little later at the assemblies of ladies and
nobles, incorrectly known as 'courts of love', which were held at
the princes' courts. Those attending them discussed the mutual
duties of lovers and drew up laws which were formulated in Latin
by a chaplain in the service of a prince. Love so conceived soon

